SOFTWARE
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The fieldwork software includes SOUTH EGStar, Carlson SurvCE and MicroSurvey FieldGenius for a complete field-to-office solution.
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SOUTH EGStar 3.0 (Default)

Carlson SurvCE (Optional)

This upgraded version supports all RTK survey
tasks including data collection, road design,
stake-out, etc. The enhanced graphic display,
tab-based menu structure, standard industrial
data formats, and multi-language platform
help to make your work easier.

To meet diverse needs, SurvCE combined
advanced functionality, highly graphical and
intuitive messages, ease of use, sheer
capabilities of the data collection, making
your RTK job more powerful.

BD970 Motherboard Equipped
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(Optional)
Advanced display with high definition graphic
and intuitive interface, advanced roading,
surfacing, slope staking, smart-points, codefree alignment and GPS support make it a
good choice for the effect-oriented groups.

Advanced OLED Screen

Market-proven Pacific Crest Maxwell 6 technology delivers demonstrated
performance and outstanding efficiency.
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MicroSurvey FieldGenius

Upgraded from the LCD screen of the former model, this receiver is
installed with a more attractive one, 1.54' OLED. Mode settings and
status display are easily acknowledged from the screen, yet it features
largely in high brightness and low power consumption, which is just
tailored to the tough fieldwork.
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Outstanding Waterproof Capability

Inbuilt GPRS/GSM Module
Such a module enables this receiver to be multifunctional. You can easily change
between radio RTK mode and network RTK mode subject to practical condition.
Interchangeability would definitely get you a very economical solution.

The compact unit is built to IP67 standard and protected from long time
immersion to depth of 1m. It's ideal to work in extremely tough conditions
like heavy rain, or even dropping into water for long time.

Inbuilt Double Batteries
Double batteries (8800mAh totally) that can last up to 20 hours
(in full charge) are built in the rugged unit, which provides
almost continuous operation in 2-3 working days. And it greatly
reduces the likelihood of low power during any full-day job.

Standard GDL20 Radio (default):
15/25W, 8-10km typical, 15-20km
optimal.
Mini GDL5 Radio (optional): 2/5W,
4-6km typical, 8-10km optimal.

Base Station

This tough receiver, well edged with hard plastics, is designed to
survive a 2.5m pole drop onto the concrete, ideal for working in
severe condition.

Rover

UHF Transmitting Antenna
All-direction antenna (100W, gain
7.5dBi) guarantees reliable signals
in long distance.

Multi-functional receiver unit
standby, to interchange between
base and rover.

Extremely Rugged Housing

With the outstanding built-in radio
transmitter feature and
Receiver B
interchangeability, base and rover can
be switched very easily by just moving
the tripod and controller or even
preparing another set of tripod,
carbon fiber pole and controller for
eg.
1.5
km
fast and simple setup. It brings you
more convenience that most of other
regular RTK receivers cannot.
To maximize the working range, the base station is highly recommended
to set up in an elevated area with little obstruction.
Receiver A

Inbuilt Radio Transmitter
The 0.5-2W (adjustable) transmitting radio module (XDL
optional) equipped inside is a distinctive feature that
brings you great convenience. Within the effective working
range (3-5km typical, 8-10km optimal), the base and
rover can be switched freely while displacing the external
radio as well as the external battery is no longer necessary.

S86 Series Case
Quality carrying case,
rugged and durable

